ABSTRACT Synthesizing logic circuits with different logic will result in different circuit structure, and then obtain different circuit performance. However, few studies have focused on logic detection technology that detects which logic is appropriate for the implementation of logic circuits. In this paper, we use Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD) processed by dynamic variable sorting approach to describe logic circuits. Moreover, based on the proposed XOR logic judging condition and logic detection judging condition, we propose a Novel Logic Detection Algorithm (NLDA), which can quickly and effectively detect which logic is appropriate for the implementation of logic circuits. The experimental results on MCNC benchmark circuits show that compared to the logic detection algorithm based on minterms, the logic detection algorithm based on product terms, and the logic detection algorithm based on disjointed cubes, NLDA has the highest logic detection accuracy rate and highest logic detection efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lots of research has shown that compared to circuits implemented by Boolean logic, circuits implemented by ReedMuller (RM) logic have significant advantage in terms of area, power, speed, and testability [1] - [3] . Now, the open source Electronics Design Automation (EDA) software, represented by ABC and YoSys, and business EDA software, represented by Cadence and Synopsys, are mostly based on Boolean logic to optimize circuits. This makes the circuits, which are well-suited to RM logic implementation, can not obtain the best circuit performance at logic-level. On the contrary, the circuits those are well-suited to Boolean logic implementation are synthesized using RM logic, which will increase the complexity of circuit structure and reduce the circuit performance. Moreover, research shows that for the most circuits, using the dual logic optimization scheme combining Boolean logic and RM logic can remarkably improve circuit performance [4] - [7] . Therefore, it will optimize circuit structure and improve circuit performance to detect which logic is
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appropriate for the implementation of logic circuits before the circuits are realized.
A dual logic expression of n-variables logic functions can be expressed as follows:
where X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } denotes the sets of input variables, '•' denotes a kind of logic operation such as AND, OR and XOR, f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f i denote the sub-functions that implemented by Boolean logic or RM logic, X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X i are the subset of X and satisfy X 1 ∪ X 2 ∪ . . . ∪ X i = X , i ≥ 1. Equation (1) will become a Boolean logic expression when f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f i implemented by Boolean logic and '•' denotes AND or OR. Similarly, equation (1) will become a RM logic expression when f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f i implemented by RM logic and '•' denotes AND or XOR. Therefore, Boolean logic and RM logic can be regarded as a special logic of dual logic, and the judgment and recognition of XOR logic relationship between variables is an important part for implementing logic detection of logic circuits. Recently, there is little research on the logic detection approaches. The existing logic detection algorithms can be VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ mainly divided into three classes through a survey of literature as follows: the logic detection algorithm based on minterms, the logic detection algorithm based on product terms, and the logic detection algorithm based on disjointed cubes. The logic detection algorithm based on minterms converts the Boolean function into the form of sum of minterms, and analyzes the logic mode of logic circuits by computing the Hamming distances between minterms. It is simple and easy to understand. In [4] , the authors proposed a logic detection algorithm for logic circuits to benefit from dual logic implementation, which analyzes the logic mode of logic circuits according to the logic characteristic of XOR logic and Hamming distances between minterms. The logic detection algorithm based on product terms is an improvement to the first algorithm. It converts the Boolean function into the form of sum of the simplest product terms, and analyzes the logic mode of logic circuits by computing the Hamming distances between the simplest product terms. It has low memory overhead and is easy to understand. In [5] , the authors proposed an algorithm for detecting dual logic based on product term, which analyzes the logic mode of logic circuits according to the logic characteristic of XOR logic and Hamming distances between product terms. The logic detection algorithm based on disjointed cubes is an improvement to the above two algorithms. It converts the Boolean function into the form of sum of disjointed cubes, and splits the Boolean function into different logic parts. Since the disjointed cubes have the characteristics that the minterms do not intersect each other and they have some characteristics of the simplest cubes, the logic detection algorithm based on disjointed cubes has a high logic detection accuracy rate. In [6] and [8] , the authors proposed a logic detection algorithm, which converts the product terms of logic circuits into disjointed cubes and uses the Hamming distances between disjointed cubes to split the logic circuits into two parts. However, the logic detection algorithm based on minterms is inefficiency when it deals with large-scale circuits, because the number of minterms increases exponentially with the increase in the number of input variables. Moreover, the logic detection algorithm based on product terms is difficult to implement, because the logic circuits simplification is always one of the difficulties in the field of logic synthesis and this algorithm can not guarantee that logic circuits simplification is effective and thorough. Furthermore, the logic detection algorithm based on disjointed cubes is also inefficient in detecting large-scale circuits, because this algorithm needs to perform sharp operation on product terms to produce disjointed cubes and the number of disjointed cubes will increase linearly with the increase in the number of input variables.
Compared to truth table, karnaugh map, and paradigm based on the sum of products, ROBDD has the advantages of small memory overhead, easy programming and high computational efficiency in describing logic circuits. Therefore, we use the ROBDD to describe logic circuits and introduce dynamic variable sorting approach [9] to remedy the defect that ROBDD is sensitive to variable sorting. Since the actual circuit performance can not be obtained during the logic detection phase, we start with the logic functions structure and propose a XOR logic judging condition by analyzing the XOR logic characteristic. Based on ROBDD description of logic circuits and XOR logic judging condition, we propose a logic detection judging condition. Moreover, based on the logic detection judging condition, we propose a novel logic detection algorithm, called NLDA, which can judge whether a logic circuit is suitable for implementation with RM logic, Boolean logic, or dual logic. The flow of NLDA is shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, a logic function is described by a ROBDD that processed by the dynamic variable sorting approach. Secondly, the logic function is detected by the logic detection judging condition according to its ROBDD description. Lastly, an appropriate logic implementation for the logic function is obtained by NLDA.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we introduce RM expression and ROBDD. The XOR logic judging condition is described in Section III. A novel logic detection algorithm is described in Section IV. The experimental results are described in Section V. Our conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. RM EXPRESSION
The well-known properties of RM logic make it an attractive candidate for logic circuit implementations. Firstly, RM expression (exclusive-OR sum of product form) generally requires fewer logic gates than the more traditional Boolean expression (sum-of-products form). Examples of many useful circuits are adders, parity checkers and arithmetic units, because they are heavily XOR oriented. Moreover, Programmable Logic Arrays (PLA's) implementing RM expressions randomly generated functions require, on the average, fewer product terms than standard PLA's implementing conventional Boolean expressions. Secondly, compared to Boolean expressions, circuit networks realized with RM expressions are easily testable, because the change in any input to an exclusive-OR/NOR function will always propagate to the output. Lastly, XOR gates are now used as basic cell components for Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). Moreover, the layout technology has reduced the layout area required for XOR gates so that it is comparable with that of the other basic logic gates.
A n-variables Boolean function may be represented canonically in a sum-of-products form as [10] , [11] 
where is an OR operator and m i are the minterms. a i are the coefficient of minterms, and a i = 1 or 0 represents the presence or absence of minterms, respectively. By applying shannon theorem [12] , the Boolean function can be expressed as follows:
Therefore, the XOR/AND expansion corresponding to variant x n−1 is as follows:
where
. By applying shannon theorem to each variant in turn, the Boolean function can be expressed by a RM expression as follows:
where ⊕ denotes the modulo-2 addition, and π i = x n−1 x n−2 . . . x 0 represents the product term of a RM expression. b i ∈ {0, 1} represents whether or not π i appears in the function, p = (p n−1 p n−2 . . . p 0 ) is the polarity, and i = (i n−1 i n−2 . . . i 0 ) is the subscript.
B. ROBDD
ROBDD can be obtained by removing redundancy nodes and isomorphism sub-graphs of Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) [13] , [14] . Although OBDD can be used as the regular expression of logic circuits, its structure is not necessarily the simplest because OBDD may have redundancy nodes or isomorphism sub-graphs. Compared with OBDD, ROBDD can represent and manipulate logic circuits more efficiently because of more simplified structure. However, the number of nodes and tree depth of ROBDD are susceptible to variable sorting [15] , [16] . In other words, different variables sorting will get different ROBDD. A good variable sorting can greatly simplify ROBDD structure, and thus improve the efficiency of variable operational algorithms.
Example 1: Given a logic function f = x 1 x 2 +x 3 x 4 +x 5 x 6 , if the variable sorting is x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 , then the ROBDD description is shown in Figure 2(a) ; if the variable sorting is 6 , then the ROBDD description is shown in Figure 2 (b).
III. XOR LOGIC JUDGING CONDITION
As described in Section II, the number of nodes and tree depth of ROBDD are susceptible to variable sorting. We introduce the dynamic variable sorting approach to remedy the defect that ROBDD is sensitive to variable sorting, to further reduce the number of nodes and further simplify ROBDD structure. For the convenience of description, we abbreviate the ROBDD optimized by dynamic variable sorting approach as Minimal ROBDD (MROBDD). In this paper, we use MROBDD to describe logic circuits, which can improve the operational efficiency of logic function and thus improve logic detection efficiency.
Example 2: Figure 3 (a) and Figure 3 (b) are the ROBDD description and MROBDD description of the logic function f = x 1 x 3 + x 2 x 4 + x 1 x 3 + x 2 x 4 , respectively. As shown in Figure 3 , compared to the ROBDD description of the logic function, the MROBDD description of that has a more simplified structure and has fewer nodes.
Since the actual circuit performance can not be obtained at logic synthesis stage, we start with the logic function structure, and propose a XOR logic judging condition by analyzing the XOR logic characteristic. 
Obviously, compared to the Boolean logic implementation form of two functions, the RM logic implementation form of that can reduce two variables. Therefore, it can offer foundation for detecting which logic is appropriate for the implementation of logic circuits to analyze whether the binary tree part shown in Figure 4 exists in MROBDD description of logic circuits.
A. XOR LOGIC JUDGING CONDITION
For the MROBDD description of a n-variables logic function f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), if node v father , non-terminal children nodes v left and v right exist, and the following two conditions are satisfied, then x father and x left are suitable for implementation in XOR logic.
where Prove: The binary tree part that satisfies XOR logic judging condition is shown in Figure 5 , F 1 and F 2 are functions or values that correspond to node 1 and node 2. The following formula can be obtained according to the nature of ROBDD describes logic functions.
Since the variables of each layer nodes in MROBDD are the same, namely, x left = x right , the following formula can be obtained.
Therefore, the x father and x left that satisfy the XOR logic judging condition are suitable for implementation in XOR logic. Example 3: Figure 6 is
. If this function is implemented in Boolean logic, it can be simplified to f = x 1 x 3 +x 2 x 4 +x 1 x 3 +x 2 x 4 , and this simplified function has 8 variables. Since the variables x 1 ,x 3 ,x 2 and x 4 satisfy the XOR logic judging condition, this function can be expressed as f = x 1 ⊕ x 3 + x 2 ⊕ x 4 . Compared to Boolean logic implementation form of this function, XOR logic implementation form of that saves 4 variables.
IV. NOVEL LOGIC DETECTION ALGORITHM
In this section, based on ROBDD description of logic circuits and XOR logic judging condition, we propose a logic detection judging condition. Moreover, based on the XOR logic judging condition and logic detection judging condition, we propose a novel logic detection algorithm, called NLDA, which detects which logic is appropriate for the implementation of logic circuits.
For the convenience of description, we abbreviate the binary tree part that is suitable for expression in XOR logic as BT_XOR. Moreover, we abbreviate the layer that only contains one node with a low edge pointing to the '0' terminal node as single layer. A BT_XOR is represented by XOR logic, which can save 2 variables. Therefore, the more BT_XORs in MROBDD description, the more variables are saved and the greater the improvement of circuit performance.
Example 4: If the logic function corresponding to Figure 7 is implemented with Boolean logic, it can be simplified to f = x 1 x 2 +x 1 x 2 +x 2 x 3 x 4 +x 2 x 3 x 4 +x 4 x 5 x 6 +x 4 x 5 x 6 +x 6 x 7 x 8 + x 6 x 7 x 8 , and it has 22 variables. Since there are 4 BT_XORs in the MROBDD description, this function can also be expressed as f = x 1 ⊕x 2 +x 2 (x 3 ⊕x 4 )+x 4 (x 5 ⊕x 6 )+x 6 (x 7 ⊕ x 8 ). Compared to Boolean logic implementation form of this function, XOR logic implementation form of that saves 11 variables.
A. LOGIC DETECTION JUDGING CONDITION 1) LOGIC DETECTION JUDGING CONDITION
The logic judging result of a logic circuit can be obtained by verifying layer by layer whether there is a BT_XOR between two adjacent layers from the zeroth layer to the end of the second layer of MROBDD description. Example 5: As shown in Figure 8 , since a BT_XOR exists between zeroth layer and first layer in Figure 8(a) , the logic circuit is suitable for implementation with RM logic, namely, f a = x 1 ⊕ x 2 ; since a BT_XOR exists between second layer and third layer except the zeroth single layer and first single layer in Figure 8(b) , the logic circuit is suitable for implementation with RM logic, namely, f b = x 1 x 2 (x 3 ⊕ x 4 ); since a BT_XOR exists between zeroth layer and first layer except the second single layer and third single layer in Figure 8(c) , the logic circuit is suitable for implementation with RM logic, namely, f c = x 2 x 3 (x 1 ⊕ x 4 ); since BT_XORs exists between zeroth layer and first layer, first layer and second layer, second layer and third layer in Figure 8(d) , the logic circuit is suitable for implementation with RM logic, namely,
Example 6: As shown in Figure 9 , since there is no BT_XOR in Figure 9 (e) and Figure 9 (f), the logic circuits that correspond to Figure 9 (e) and Figure 9 (f) are suitable for implementation with Boolean logic, namely, f e = x 1 x 2 x 3 + x 1 x 2 , f f = x 1 x 2 + x 3 x 4 + x 5 x 6 ; since a BT_XOR only exists VOLUME 7, 2019 between zeroth layer and first layer in Figure 9 (g), the logic circuit is suitable for implementation with dual logic, namely, f g = x 1 ⊕ x 3 + x 2 (x 3 ⊕ x 4 ); since there is no BT_XOR between first layer and second layer in Figure 9 (h), the logic circuit is suitable for implementation with dual logic, namely,
B. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION Based on the above description, the pseudo code of NLDA is described in Algorithm 1, where 'L' denotes the number of layers of MROBDD. As shown in Algorithm 1, NLDA consists of two parts: the generation of dynamically sorted ROBDD and logic detection. Since the time complexity for reducing BDD to ROBDD is O(mlogm) and the time complexity of dynamic variable sorting is O(n 2 ), the time complexity of the generation of dynamically sorted ROBDD is O(mlogm)+ O(n 2 ), where m denotes the number of nodes and n denotes the number of input variables. Since the logic detection is implemented by verifying layer by layer whether there is a BT_XOR between two adjacent layers from the zeroth layer to the end of the second layer, the time complexity of logic detection is O(k), where k denotes the number of layers.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
CMU BDD software package is an effective tool for generating and manipulating ROBDD. Therefore, the proposed NLDA was realized by programming based on CMU BDD software package. Moreover, the dynamic variable sorting was embedded in the CMU BDD software package as a background process. Therefore, the dynamically sorted ROBDD can take advantage of all the techniques in the CMU BDD software package to speed up ROBDD generation. Furthermore, in addition to using the memory management strategies of CMU BDD software package, we also deleted the node name field (vertex_name: string) of node data structure in CMU BDD software package, because each variable x in ROBDD uniquely corresponds to an index(x) and a variable can be recognized based on the index of the variable. For complex circuits with more nodes, this can save a lot of memory. Moreover, identifying nodes based on indexes is much faster than that based on variable names.
The experimental results were obtained by using a PC with Intel Core i7 3.40 GHz with 4G RAM under Linux. Moreover, the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina (MCNC) benchmark circuits were used as experimental circuits. Specifically, the format of experimental circuits is combinational two-level logic in Berkeley PLA. The PLA description mainly includes the following keywords: 1 . We used the existing logic detection algorithms, namely, Minterms based Logic Detection Algorithm (MLDA) [4] , Product Terms based Logic Detection Algorithm (PTLDA) [5] , and Disjointed Cubes based Logic Detection Algorithm (DCLDA) [6] , as comparison algorithms to verify the logic detection accuracy rate and efficiency of NLDA. Furthermore, in order to ensure the fairness of experimental results, one part of experimental circuits were selected from literatures [4] - [6] , and another part of that were MCNC benchmark circuits containing small-scale circuits and large-scales circuits.
Logic detection efficiency and logic detection accuracy rate are two important performance indicators for logic detection algorithms. Therefore, we used the logic detection time and logic detection result of each experimental algorithm as experimental data to evaluate the comprehensive performance of experimental algorithms. The comparison of NLDA, MLDA, PTLDA, and DCLDA is shown in Table 2 , where 'Circuits' denotes the circuit name, 'i/o/p' denotes the number of input variables, the number of output variables, and the number of product terms. 'time(s)' denotes the run time (in second) of experimental algorithms. 'Result' denotes the logic detection results, where 'B' stands for suitable for Boolean logic implementation, 'R' stands for suitable for RM logic implementation, and 'BR' stands for suitable for dual logic implementation. 'Save1' shows the percentage of time saved by NLDA compared to MLDA, which is defined as
'Save2' shows the percentage of time saved by NLDA compared to PTLDA, which is defined as
'Save3' shows the percentage of time saved by NLDA compared to DCLDA, which is defined as
where NLDA time , MLDA time , PTLDA time , and DCLDA time denotes the run time of NLDA, MLDA, PTLDA, and DCLDA, respectively. 'Save1', 'Save2' and 'Save3' can intuitively demonstrate the performance of NLDA in logic detection efficiency compared to the existing logic detection algorithms. From the Table 2 , we can see that the logic detection results of NLDA and DCLDA were the same and consistent with the results of literatures [17] , [18] , which verified the logic detection accuracy rate of NLDA. However, MLDA and PTLDA can only give results that are suitable for dual logic implementation or for Boolean logic implementation, and can not judge whether a circuit is suitable for RM logic implementation. Moreover, the detection results of rd73, rd84, Apex4, and other circuits that obtained by MLDA and PTLDA were wrong. The mainly reason for the above results is that the logic detection conditions of MLDA and PTLDA have certain limitations, these logic detection conditions are only sufficiency and not necessity, namely, MLDA and PTLDA are prone to misjudgment for those circuits that contain XOR logic and do not meet the judgment condition. Furthermore, 10 of the 16 test circuits (namely, 62.5% circuits) were suitable for dual logic implementation, which is consistent with the statement that most circuits are suitable for dual logic implementation.
Moreover, we can also conclude from the Table 2 that NLDA had the highest logic detection efficiency, PTLDA and DCLDA is the second, and MLDA had the lowest logic MLDA is inefficiency when it deals with large-scale circuits or even impossible to process, because MLDA detects logic circuits based on minterms and the number of minterms increases exponentially with the increase in the number of input variables; secondly, PTLDA needs to convert the logic function into the form of sum of the simplest terms and detects the logic circuits based on the simplest terms. However, for large-scale circuits or complex circuits, PTLDA is inefficiency because converting product terms to simplest terms will consume a lot of time. Moreover, the simplification of logic circuits has always been a difficult point in the field of logic synthesis, PTLDA can not guarantee that logic circuits simplification is effective and thorough; thirdly, DCLDA needs to perform sharp operation on product terms to produce disjointed cubes, and needs to compute the Hamming distances between product terms. Therefore, DCLDA is less efficient in processing the circuits with more product terms; lastly, NLDA describes the logic circuits based on the dynamically sorted ROBDD, which make it has higher logic detection efficiency. Moreover, NLDA directly analyzes and detects the circuits according to the XOR logic characteristics, which make it has higher logic detection accuracy rate.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel logic detection algorithm, called NLDA, which uses MROBDD to describe logic circuits and detects the logic circuits based on XOR logic judging condition and logic detection judging condition. Experimental results on MCNC benchmark circuits show that compared to MLDA, PTLDA, and DCLDA, NLDA has the highest logic detection accuracy rate and highest logic detection efficiency. Moreover, dynamic variable sorting approach does not work for the logic circuits whose ROBDD scales are not affected by variable sorting. In future work, we will study this problem to further improve the logic detection efficiency of NLDA. 
